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Their host's name was Grigor Suskov, he was quiet and courteous but

restrained towards his guests. Feodor's flamboyance was missing. There

were others assembled at the dasha, Marcus assumed they were some of

Alexei's other 'governors'. The use of the term had troubled him, perhaps it

was like the old saying, 'a rose by any other name is still a rose', perhaps, it

was the connotation of overlordship rather than stewardship - perhaps, it was

the land of Rosh exerting its potential menace on his apprehensive spirit.

They had all gathered around the communal table in the evening. The

talk was of crops and their yield and once again, he was drawn to make some

comments. The audience listened attentively but asked few questions. It was

almost as if they had heard it all before and were a little tired of the subject.

Alexei pleaded weariness and there was no suggestion that their hosts

had any plans to keep them otherwise occupied. Marcus and Leah withdrew

to their rooms feeling like children who had been sent to bed. He wondered if

it was their host's custom to retire so early. It was possible that they rose

early and put in a long and busy day, like farmers who went to bed and got up

with the sun. Somehow, he doubted it, there would have to be another reason

and he could only assume that it was an attempt to avoid conversation.

There was a knock at his door. He opened it to allow Leah to enter.

She came to the point.

"I didn't feel like going to bed."

"Neither did I - what shall we do, count the stars?"

"We might as well, there doesn't seem to be anything else to do."

"We could plan the future!"

"I couldn't imagine that our plans would make a great deal of



difference - to the future, I mean."

"Then - we could plan our future!"

"I'm beginning to wish I hadn't come!"

"Oh! It would all be hypothetical, I can assure you!"

"Hypothetical?"

"It would be based on the assumption that you decided to become my

wife - and then we could plan our hypothetical nuptials and our hypothetical

home - and our hypothetical children - !"

"Stop! I'm going back to my room."

"O.K! OK! I'm sorry, I said I wouldn't crowd you - and I also said I

wouldn't raise the matter until you were ready - but just tell me one thing

before you run off and hide yourself from my ardour! How am I supposed to

know when you're ready to talk, unless I make little probes to see how you

react?"

"If this was one of your little probes, I think it was extremely premature,

I would have thought it obvious that there would be little change in the

position since we spoke this afternoon."

"You've had a few hours to think things over - I would have thought a

little probe was certainly indicated!"

"It wasn't."

"Then, I apologise - I'll try again tomorrow!"

She giggled.

"Tomorrow?"

"You could have changed you mind by then - you would have had a

chance to sleep on it!"

"Tomorrow, we will be at Alexei's home base."

"You're trying to change the subject - but yes, I agree, we will be at



Alexei's home base. I don't see that as being a restriction."

"You are in a very strange mood this evening, Marcus."

"It must be the stuff-shirt atmosphere of this place! It must be sending

a rush of blood to my head."

"An Administrator with a rush of blood to the head, would have to be a

force to be reckoned with!"

"You had better believe it, Leah Steinbecker - you had better believe it!"

"What do you make of our hosts - other than that they are stuff-shirts?"

"Isn't that enough? Seriously, there seems to be no sense of urgency.

They give me the impression of being men who have been walking a welltrodden

path for centuries. Their innate caution is telling them not to be

swayed into altering tried and true methods. The yield has always been

sufficient, so why should they try to increase it? Certain lands have never

been placed under crop, so why change the habits of centuries and do so

now?"

She stood by him in the darkness and stared out over the hidden

fields.

"And at Kharkov?"

"My impression is of young people who can't be persuaded that their

pleasant life is going to change. Feodor and his fellow governors are men of

pleasure, they like to ride their horses and roam the steppes - they are not

really farmers and what they do is the minimum requirement. Alexei loves

them like sons and is blind to their faults. When I hear him talk about them, I

think of the story of Eli. Do you remember it?"

"I think so - but tell me again."

She sat opposite him in the darkness, it was impossible to see her

face.



"The story is in the First Book of Samuel. Eli was a priest of the Lord at

Shiloh, together with his two sons. Scripture says, 'Eli's two sons were

scoundrels and had no regard for the Lord.' Eli turned a blind eye to their

misdeeds and condoned the evil they committed. The end of the story was a

fulfilment of a prophecy. Eli was ninety-eight years of age and was physically

blind. The Ark of the Covenant had been captured by the Philistines and Eli's

sons, Hophni and Phinehas, were killed. When the news was brought to Eli,

he fell from his seat backwards and broke his neck, for he was old and heavy.

His daughter-in-law, the wife of Phinehas was with child and near her time.

When she heard the news, her labour started and she was delivered and she

died in childbirth."

He saw Leah shiver in the darkness. She murmured softly.

"The God of the Old Testament was a God of Justice and retribution."

"The God of our time is the same God and we all face the Judgement

Day - can you wonder that the Kingly-Priests constantly urge us to beware of

the Second Death?"

"And you think Alexei is like Eli?"

"I wouldn't presume to judge, but like Eli, he loves these men whom he

describes as his sons and appears to condone their lifestyle. Ultimately, the

Administrators are responsible for their Stewardship and those they call upon

to assist them."

Later, as he lay on his bed, he thought about his own responsibilities.

The scriptural word came to mind, 'out of your own mouth you stand

condemned'. Was he completely certain that people like Ambrose and the

others who were scattered in the more distant areas of his own responsibility,

were fulfilling the task they had been given? Was every clerk occupied - 

every harvester - every sower of the seed - every cultivator? Was every



overseer diligent? Did he, Marcus Steinbecker, ensure that he fulfilled his

commission?

There was another early start on the following day. Alexei's visit had

been fleeting, it was almost too short to be effective. Marcus chided himself

for the thought. What was too short - what was overlong? They stood around

at the departure point and exchanged polite courtesies and thanks with their

hosts. There was none of the effusive embraces of the previous day. It was

almost a feeling of relief when the shuttle lifted off and pointed its nose due

east. It gained height quickly, and soon the broad massive of the Urals lay

beneath them.

Alexei was less communicative on this occasion, leaving his guests to

entertain themselves. Leah murmured.

"The highest point of the Urals is a little under nineteen hundred

meters and the broadest expanse of the range is no more than one hundred

and fifty kilometres."

"We are crossing from Europe into Asia - I wonder how many races

and peoples have crossed in the other direction, crowding into the lands of

Europe and displacing those who had occupied the area before them?"

Alexei chimed in, he was listening after all.

"Firstly, perhaps, the Teutonic tribes, who pushed westward the Celts.

The Teutons in turn, were harassed by the Slavic races. Then came the

Goths and the Visigoths, the Huns and the Mongols and the Tartars and the

Turks. The flow of history, my friends - and soon, there will be another mighty

thrust - Gog and his Horde! Tell me, Marcus, have you identified Gog yet?"

Marcus smiled back warily at the old man.

"Surely, that isn't the reason why you invited us, brother Alexei! I

mentioned before that I believed Gog could not yet be identified - even if I



presumed to try."

Alexei gestured acceptance.

"You are right, of course. I think you will understand when I tell you

that I am a little sensitive on this subject. Many of our scholars tell us that

they have identified the references in Ezekiel and in Genesis. They place

Gog and his Horde firmly in on the western extremity of my Administration. It

tends to make one - apprehensive - is that a good word? I tend to look behind

every statement to see if there is an implied criticism. On the other hand, a

fresh pair of eyes might see something which is escaping my attention."

Marcus suddenly felt sorry for the old man. He wondered how he

would feel if everybody started to look askance at him, with the implication

that he was allowing circumstances in which a future enemy of the human

race could breed. The unfortunate thing was that Alexei was doing precisely

that by default, by failing to correct obvious errors of conduct in his

'governors'.

Alexei's home base was situated on a bend of the great river which

once had been called Yenesei and was the centre of the vast drainage

project which had converted the surrounding thousands of square kilometres

of marshland into productive agricultural land. They reached it in the early

afternoon. Their course had not varied and had been maintained due east

from the point where they had crossed the Urals into Western Siberia.

Beyond the Yenesei was higher terrain, the mountainous plateau of

Eastern Siberia, in which many rivers rose, most of which drained into the

Yenesei or the Lena. The sprawling complex was almost in the centre of the

Asian section of Alexei's vast stewardship. Marcus was only then beginning

to realise just how huge it was. It was small wonder that he had to rely so

heavily on his 'governors'. It also could not be denied that Alexei was an old



man and perhaps, the task was becoming more that his physical capacity

could support.

Marcus dismissed the thought again. This was a matter for the Kings

and Priests, it was they who ruled in the Kingdom and they chose who were

to be Administrators. This was something which ought not to be questioned

by any citizen. There would be a very good reason why the heavy

responsibility was still entrusted to Alexei - just as there had been a very

good reason why Joel Steinbecker had been relieved of his burden. It was

still the case that God did not think as man thinks and His Son and the Son's

Bride, thought as the Father thought.

Alexei's headquarters complex was located in a great bend of the

Yenesei River at the apex of a rise in the ground which gave an uninterrupted

view of the surrounding ocean of cropland. Only the mountain shadow of the

distant East Siberian plateau relieved a rather monotonous outlook. The

collection of low, wooden buildings almost seemed to hug the brow of the hill.

There was a slightly apologetic aura about the place.

For once, it was only a short ride in a Pod from the landing Pad. It was

something Marcus wondered about, for most Administrators chose to be as

far away as was practical from the landing Pad which serviced their

headquarters. The noise of the almost constant traffic could not be totally

muted, no matter what ingenious method was tried. It became obvious after a

few hours, that the traffic to and from the complex was almost negligible.

A little later, after they had settled in and had been served a light meal,

Alexei invited them to walk in his garden. They were a few paces behind him

and had stepped back as he attended to something an aide had given him.

Marcus took the opportunity to comment on the lack of traffic to Leah. She

whispered back:



"Perhaps, we're just lucky and have come on a good day!"

Alexei turned back to them.

"You have a beautiful garden, Father Alexei."

The old man beamed.

"I must confess that it's my joy. I have my own orchard and vineyard.

What does it tell us in Micah? 'Each man shall dwell under his own vine,

under his own fig-tree, undisturbed.'"

Marcus nodded.

"They are indeed beautiful words, brother Alexei and we have seen

that promise fulfilled in our wonderful Kingdom of Peace - but the time will

come soon, in fact, is almost upon us, when the peace of the Kingdom will be

disturbed by the release of Satan. We will do well to remember that our idyllic

life is about to come to an end!"

Alexei stared at him for a long moment and then dropped his eyes. He

nodded.

"You are right, of course, brother Marcus. But let us not spoil such a

lovely afternoon with such gloomy thoughts. Let me show you my rose

arbour!"He took them each by the arm and they moved slowly down a side

path. They came into a flag covered area where the aroma of the roses was

almost overpowering. Alexei straightened up and sighed.

"When I come here, I think back to a time, many centuries past, when

the ancestor's of these blooms gave their fragrance for a young couple who

were very much in love. It is many years since I parted company from my

wife, but the memories always return. A thousand years seems such a long

time and I have lived nine hundred and ten of them, but it is only a fleeting

time in reality. I counsel you both not to waste a moment of that which is

given to you!"



He looked at them shrewdly and then away.

"Ah! I see that my minders are coming for me. Young bullies who put

me to bed when I would rather walk around! But, they mean well, and I have

learned to obey!"

The so-called young men were considerably older than Marcus. Alexei

surrendered himself to them with a shrug of resignation.

"I am sure you will excuse me, I am a poor host but I know you will find

something to interest you. It will be for a few hours. My house is your house,

use it as your own."

Leah and Marcus were left in the arbour. She looked into his face and

blushed when she found he was laughing at her.

"What is so amusing, Marcus Steinbecker?"

"You, my darling, Leah!"

"Don't call me that!"

He swallowed his smile and tried to look solemn.

"I'm sorry, I forgot, we are here to talk business."

"So I was given to understand, before I agreed to come - something

about a joint venture along the Lena?"

"Tell me, my dear administrative assistant, what do you know about

the Lena."

"It's a river which rises in somewhere in Mongolia and flows to the

Arctic Ocean, it forms the boundary between your Administration and that of

Alexei."

"Hence, the suggestion of joint ventures?"

"So it would seem."

"Don't these roses smell beautiful, Leah? They almost entice you to sit

and dream about the days to come."



"Back to the joint ventures!"

"That was what I was dreaming - er - thinking about - the joint venture.

Just imagine it, Leah. You and me living in the old house in the hills above

Salem, looking out over the great valley - counting our children! - "

"Marcus! Will you please be serious? What about Alexei and his joint

venture?"

Marcus opened his eyes wide and stared at her in shock.

"I'm sure that would be half as interesting as our joint venture, my

darling - er - my dear administrative assistant!"

"Oh! Really, you are impossible! I give up!"

He took her around the waist.

"Does that mean what I think it means? You've decided to accept my offer?"

She wriggled free and glared at him.

"It does not! It means that I'm seriously thinking of going back to Jerusalem!" 

She turned on her heel and left him standing in the arbour. He rubbed

his chin thoughtfully and sat down on a stone bench. Perhaps, he had

overplayed his hand, if she followed up her threat with action, he would have

only himself to blame. He hardly recognised himself in his dealings with Leah.

Marcus Steinbecker was noted for his caution and prudence and here he

was, behaving like an adolescent, trying to rush the girl into a commitment.

He thought he understood why. This visit to the domain of Alexei Kharkov

had brought home to him just how fleeting the time was. He found himself

filled with a new sense of urgency.

If man had counted correctly, only three years remained of the time of

Peace, the Kingdom would then be under attack. His well regulated life could

be thrown into turmoil by events he couldn't even begin to imagine. The

opportunity to move into a tranquil relationship with Leah might well be



denied to him. Satan would be released with his lethal armoury of lies and

deceit and the ability to create hatred in the hearts of men. When that

happened he wondered if there would be room for love and marriage and

children, in a darkened world.

With the sense of urgency, there was also an element of caution. Too

precipitous a pursuit might drive Leah away. The thought appalled him

enough to plan for an abject apology when they next met.

He wandered around Alexei's garden and then into the orchard and

the vineyard. Neither was very large although the trees and vines were quite

old. It was feasible that Alexei had planted them himself, perhaps, to satisfy

the romantic notion of the quote he had provided from Micah. There was no

doubt that the passage dealt with the time of the Kingdom. There was more of

it, he tried to remember and then activated his pocket communicator. The

computer displayed the appropriate passage. The first part referred to the

time of the Apostles.

'In days to come the mountain of the Lord's house shall be set over all

other mountains, lifted high above the hills. Peoples shall come streaming to

it, and many nations shall come and say, 'Come, let us climb up on to the

mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob, that he may teach us

his ways and we may walk in his paths." For instruction issues from Zion, and

out of Jerusalem comes the word of the Lord; he will be judge between many

peoples and arbiter among mighty nations afar.

The second part referred to their time, and it was this that Alexei had

quoted.

'They shall beat their swords into mattocks and their spears into

pruning-knives; nation shall not lift sword against nation nor ever again be

trained for war, and each man shall dwell under his own vine, under his own



fig-tree, undisturbed. For the Lord of Hosts himself has spoken.

All peoples may walk, each in the name of his god, but we will walk in

the name of the Lord our God for ever and ever.'

Marcus considered the last sentence, 'All peoples may walk, each in

the name of his god'. It was food for thought. How many, he wondered,

walked in the name of some secret god within their heart - 'the evil of their

own heart'. The following declaration was what they had to observe, 'but we

will walk in the name of the Lord our God for ever and ever.' It was the only

way to avoid the threat of the Second Death and this would form the basis of

the ultimate test, when Satan was once again released.

It was already late in the afternoon when he left the sweet smelling

arbour. He would have liked to have sought out Leah and talked to her, but

something urged caution. He had acted the fool and had only himself to

blame if he had frightened her away. Of one thing he was sure, the next

interview between them was likely to prove difficult.

The golden ball of the sun first rested on and then sank below the

distant horizon. It made the shadows of trees and buildings close to the

house lengthen into long, distorted, unreal shapes. The dust particles in the

air shimmered like specks of gold, creating its own mirage. There was no one

in sight close to the house. He could have been alone in a silent place on a

strange planet. For some reason, he felt disturbed for the first time in years. A

childish memory returned - a series of questions. 'Was he the only one left?

Was he alone? Had all the others been taken away and he was left to fend

for himself? For a moment he wasn't sure, the setting sun had made

everything unreal. The impression was shattered by the sound of the door

chime. He released his pent up breath a little raggedly and turned to see who

it was.




